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I. Introduction

Punitiveness is most often perceived as a response to wrongs which have occurred in the past rather than as a preventive action against future offending². For this reason punitiveness is generally used “to mean support for a retributivist theory of justice and a lack of support for rehabilitative goals”³. The words *punitiveness* and *punitivité* have Latin origins, coming from the noun *poena* (=the value of spilt blood⁴) and the verb *punio*, which is defined as “punish, damage, chastise somebody”. In Greek, the word *τιμωρητικότητα* (=punitiveness) comes from the verb *τιμωρώ* (= τιμή + ορώ = honour + watch), which originally meant that someone “protects the honour of somebody, comes as assistant”⁵. The purpose of punishment had concerned particularly the Athenians of the classic era who did not
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perceived it as a simple revenge but searched for its further utility\(^6\). However, later its meaning changed and nowadays it is defined as “*someone who inflicts a penalty, who takes revenge*”\(^7\).

The long existing equation between penal sanctions and punishment was questioned after the Second World War, when the meaning of this term was disconnected from its punitive purpose and started to include a wide range of practices with various purposes (e.g. rehabilitation, dissuasion, restoration etc)\(^8\). The present era, however, is characterised by a strong populism and a ‘new punitiveness’\(^9\), based on the harshening of penal law and its implementation and its extension to ‘petty criminality’ and ‘incivilities’\(^10\). Based on the argument that they express the punitive attitudes of the public, retributive trends of criminal policy are justified, the role of victims becomes central in every stage of the criminal justice system\(^11\) and their role as ‘pressure groups’ regarding the shaping of penal policies is given more scope. In this framework, the role of social perceptions and attitudes as well as the complex and interacting relation between ‘subjective’ and ‘objective’ punitiveness\(^12\) is of primary importance.

Despite the different approaches concerning the conceptualisation of punitiveness, two main ‘perspectives’ are shaped regarding its definition\(^13\): a) punitiveness as a personality trait, a world view or, b) as a set of more narrowly defined views related to crime and its control. In the first case, punitiveness is examined through its connection with the views of respondents regarding socio-political and existential matters or in other words with their ‘worldview’. This ‘life

---


\(^7\) Babiniotis G., op.cit., 2004, 1037.
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philosophy\textsuperscript{14} takes its specificity and is shaped by the socio-cultural characteristics of the context in which it is located. In this framework, punitiveness could be approached also as a cultural characteristic\textsuperscript{15}. These ‘expressive explanations’ reflect a ‘symbolic’ function of punitive attitudes, approached more as “a symptom of free-floating anxieties and insecurities resulting from social change than a rational response to crime problems”\textsuperscript{16}. When punitiveness is considered as “a fundamental attitude rooted in personality”\textsuperscript{17} it is consequently attached to social views on criminal policy regarding the function of the police, the purpose of penalties and the prison. It is also linked to the concern about crime as a serious social problem, a conservative political orientation, a lower middle-class background and attitudes toward the death penalty\textsuperscript{18}. The cultural approaches of punitiveness reveal the role of cultural resources, images and challenges in the moulding of the views, impressions and evaluations which “are crucial to the ways we understand the world and how to engage with it”\textsuperscript{19}. This conceptualisation of the attitudes toward crime and punishment cannot involve any determinism since “causal connections cannot be definitively made between attitudes and discursive-cultural resources”\textsuperscript{20}. Punitive reactions toward crime are not “natural or innate”\textsuperscript{21}. On the contrary, they vary from time to time and from society to society\textsuperscript{22}.

In the second case, the factors introduced refer to more specific matters of ‘everyday criminality’, which are perceived as direct threats by the public, provoking fear and insecurity. In this light, the role of the ‘worldview’ is not important and the public perceptions and attitudes toward the harshening of penal sanctions are connected with past experiences as well as with the perception of risk. However, Maruna et al.\textsuperscript{23}, suggest, that the ‘instrumental concerns’ pointing to “fear of crime, personal victimisation or real or perceived levels of crime” cannot easily explain punitive attitudes. As has been observed by the research findings which are presented below, the relation between punitiveness and fear of
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crime is shaped to a large extent on the basis of their conceptual differentiations. On the one hand, when punitiveness is defined as an element of an individual’s ‘worldview’, the only observed relation concerns the perception of crime as a ‘serious social problem’ and the related preoccupation. On the other hand, when punitiveness is defined as a concrete stance toward specific criminal issues, its relation with the fear of crime and the previous experience of victimisation is confirmed.24

Kury et al.25, point out the dimension of punitiveness as a “penal mentality of need for punishment” of individuals as well as its dimension as a “supra-individual value”. In the first case, they focus on the “micro perspective” of punitiveness where “personal assumptions, values, concepts and emotions” are of interest, while in the second case the “macro perspective” of punitiveness is related to the whole population, and “it appears in the social discourse and can be followed especially in the media”. Furthermore, punitiveness is differentiated as ‘legal, juridical, operational and local’, and Kury and Ferdinand26 suggest that in the framework of this distinction it concerns distinct but interrelated forms of harsher confrontation of offenders by penal law, penal justice, police and penal sanctions executive agencies as well as by the “citizenry in everyday life”.

The role of the mass media remains important in all cases27. On the one hand, the excessive media presentation of the crime problem shapes public impressions regarding the increase of criminality (‘crime waves’)28. On the other hand, the partial focus of the media on violent crimes29 influences the fear of crime and the punitive attitudes of the public. Additionally, the wide exposure to this kind of media information regarding crime appears to be related to expressions of ‘moral panic’30, which associate contemporary types of crime with several aspects of ‘penal populism’31.

24 See also Killias M.(2001), op.cit., 418.
The research which will be presented below focuses on ‘subjective’ punitiveness, which reflects “the expressed desire [of the public]… the penalties and the answers to crime… to become harsher”\(^{32}\) and intends to shape an explanatory framework of the harsh social views toward offenders. In this context, the effect of several factors is examined, such as fear of crime, the lack of confidence in the criminal justice system, the ‘worldview’ of the respondents as well as their personal characteristics. In addition, we will also consider “the severity of penal sanctions that a society imposes to those convicted”\(^{33}\) as long as it is conceptualised as an ‘objective’ legislative ‘product’ of social pressure as well as a ‘pattern’ of wide acceptance and, given the symbolic function of the penalty, it interacts therefore with the punitive attitudes of the public.

II. Empirical examination of punitiveness: the emergence of two main aspects

The distinction between punitiveness connected with a worldview and that stemming from more narrowly defined views related to crime and its control, are derived from the data of our survey on “(Un)safety, Punitiveness and Criminal Policy”\(^{34}\), conducted in Athens in 2006.

The research was carried out in the agglomeration of Athens from the spring to the autumn of 2006\(^{35}\). Punitiveness was examined through two main questions. The first is the item used by the ICVS (International Crime Victimisation Survey), in which respondents are asked which sentence they consider more appropriate for a recidivist burglar, a man 21 year old who is found guilty of burglary for the second time, having stolen a television set\(^{36}\). The second question examined the opinions


\(^{33}\) Ibid.

\(^{34}\) Zarafonitou Ch., Courakis N. (Eds), Gouseti J., Kaggellari R., Chainas E., Kitsos G. (Coll.), (2009), (Un)safety, Punitiveness and Criminal Policy, Laboratory of Penal and Criminological Research 18, Athens-Komotini: A.Sakkoulas Publ.

\(^{35}\) Three areas of the Greek capital were chosen, on the basis of the following criteria: the spatial distribution of each region, the living conditions shaped by the socio-economic status of residents and the environmental characteristics of the areas. The main methodological tool of the research was the questionnaire, the structure of which was based on both quantitative and qualitative data. In particular, 450 questionnaires were distributed in the research areas. In order for each area to be fully represented, the selection of the samples was based on a stratified analysis.

The current study of punitiveness is however not solely based on the above mentioned conceptual differentiation; it includes also a wide variety of items related to other matters such as the respondents’ lenient or severe attitudes toward various criminal behaviours as well as their position on important criminological matters and the death penalty. The ranking of their punitive attitudes based on non-legal criteria (sex, age, nationality, and social status) has also been examined. The aforementioned distinction of the two basic ‘aspects’ of punitiveness has been derived from the analysis of the research data, since the answers given to the first question reflect punitiveness as a more concrete attitude toward crime and its control while those to the second as an element of general social views.

Nonetheless, punitiveness remains a vague concept which is related to personal circumstances as well as to socio-cultural characteristics of the context in which it is expressed. This complexity is also reflected in the methodological difficulties faced by the study of the punitive attitudes of the public.

II.1. Punitiveness reflected by the choice of imprisonment

Although the selection of community service as the most appropriate sanction for the 21-year-old recidivist burglar is the most frequent response (43%), about one third of the respondents (31%) refer to imprisonment and are therefore considered more punitive. Within this particular group, women, those who are married and have children, those who have a higher socio-economic status, those with a political orientation toward the right and those who have just recently moved to
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40 According to the last ICVS of 2005, imprisonment was chosen as the most appropriate sanction for the same crime by 30% of Greeks in comparison to the average which was 31%. In Athens, this answer was given by 26% of citizens compared to the average 33% of the main cities included in the ICVS. See Van Dijk J., Van Kesteren J., Smit P.(2007), *Criminal Victimisation in International Perspective*, op.cit., 278.
their area of residence are slightly overrepresented. Strongly overrepresented are young people, aged 15-18, as well as older people over 70 years. A statistically significant difference concerns respondents with the lowest educational level, a finding which could be interpreted in the sense that the dominance of this type of penal sanction in this category is an example of a wider social attitude linked to a lack of expert knowledge.

In particular, imprisonment was selected as the most appropriate sanction by:

- 33% of women (compared to 28.8% of men),
- 33.5% of married people and 32.2% of parents (compared to 29.8% of the unmarried and 29.7% of those with no child),
- 33.3% of those who characterise their financial condition as good (compared to 31.1% of those who characterise it as bad and 29% of those who characterise it as mediocre),
- 35.3% of those who have lived in their area of residence for less than 1 year (compared to 30.5% of those who have lived in their area of residence for more than 5 years and 29.5% of those who have lived in their area of residence from 1 to 5 years),
- 37% of persons situated on the right of the political spectrum (compared to 32.9% of those politically oriented in the center and 24.8% of those situated on the left),
- 58.3% of the respondents aged 15-18 (compared to 36.0% of respondents above 70, 35.0% aged from 53 to 69 years, 32.1% aged from 19 to 35, 25.5% aged from 36 to 52)
- 50% of graduates of primary school (compared to 35.5% of graduates of high school and 24.6% of those with a university degree), $p<.009$.

**II.2. Punitiveness reflected in the purposes of punishment**

The answers to the second question, regarding the purpose of punishment were distributed as follows:

- Society’s protection from crime (*social defense*) (25.3%)
- Criminal’s punishment in order to ‘pay’ for its acts (*retribution/vengeance*) (20.2%)
- Deterrence of future criminals (*general penal prevention*) (19.8%)
- Criminal’s *rehabilitation*-Social integration (18.1%)
- Deterrence of the criminal from recidivism (*special penal prevention*) (8.6%)
- Satisfaction of the victim (*restoration*) (7.3%)
In this framework, those respondents who chose *retribution/vengeance* as the main purpose of punishment are considered the most punitive. This aim of punishment was chosen mostly by women, married people, those with a mediocre financial status and those who politically tend toward the center as well as those on the left. The correlation was statistically significant in the case of the respondents with low educational level and those who had lived in their area of residence from 1 to 5 years.

Those who chose *retribution/vengeance* as the main purpose of punishment are mostly:

- Women (39.1% compared to 32.4% of men),
- Married people (38.2% compared to 34.9%),
- Those who defined their financial condition as mediocre (37.4% compared to 34.9% of those who defined their financial condition as good and 32.8% of those who defined it as bad),
- Those politically situated at the center and those on the left (38.0% and 34.8% respectively compared to 26.9% of those situated on the right),
- Graduates of primary school (52.2% compared to 38.9% of graduates of high school and 31.3% of those with a university degree), $p<.068$,
- Those having lived in their area of residence from 1-5 years (49.2%) and less than 1 year (47.1%), compared to older residents (more than 5 years, 32.6%), $p<.024$.

II.3. Punitiveness and fear of crime

Testing of fear of crime is most frequently made by the (standard) question of the *International Crime Victimisation Survey (ICVS)*: “how safe do you feel walking alone in your area after dark?”\textsuperscript{41} This question has been asked in previous Greek surveys on fear of crime\textsuperscript{42} either independently or in combination with other related items\textsuperscript{43}. In the current research, the examination of fear of crime has been


\textsuperscript{42} Zarafonitou Ch., *The fear of crime. A criminological approach and inquiry based on an empirical study of the phenomenon within the city of Athens*, Athens-Komotini: A.Sakkoulas publ., (In Greek and in English).

\textsuperscript{43} Respondents were asked three questions related to the fear of crime in our previous research of 2004: How safe do you feel when you are at home alone after dark? How safe do you feel walking alone in your area after dark? How likely do you consider the possibility of becoming the victim of a criminal act in the immediate future? Zarafonitou Ch., “Fear of crime and victimisation: the Greek experience” (2008). In H.Kury (Ed), *Fear*
limited to the aforementioned item, and has not been extended to other items, as the research focus is on the relation between punitiveness and insecurity, and not on an in depth examination of the latter.

The answers obtained show that more than half of the respondents (56.5%) feel unsafe walking alone in their area of residence after dark. This finding agrees with the findings of previous Greek surveys, which have observed high levels of insecurity (58.7%) among the citizens of the Greek capital since 1998. The observed levels of fear remained high in 2004 (52.7%), despite a slight decline which could be seen as a result of the greater climate of ‘security’ in the wake of the Olympic Games held in Athens.

High levels of insecurity were also observed by the ICVS/EU ICS data of 2004/05, since 42% of Greek citizens said that they felt very or a little unsafe walking in the streets after dark. This was the highest rate in Europe. On average on European countries level, more than a quarter of population (28%) felt unsafe in 2005. The rate is higher among the inhabitants of the principal cities (32%), with Athens registering at the top with a percentage of 55%.

According to our research data, a positive correlation between punitiveness and insecurity is verified mostly when punitiveness is correlated with the desire of making penal sanctions harsher and when punishment is conceptualized as a retributive and vengeful penal purpose. More specifically, it is observed that the percentage of those “feeling unsafe” among respondents who choose imprisonment as the most appropriate sanction in the first question (64.4%) is twice as high as the percentage of those “feeling safe” (35.6%), (figure 1). And vice versa, the choice of imprisonment is made more frequently by those who do not feel safe compared to those who feel safe (35.7% compared to 25% respectively), (figure 2).


44 Zarafonitou Ch., Courakis N. (Eds), 2009, op.cit, 18.
45 Zarafonitou Ch.(2002), The fear of crime. A criminological approach and inquiry based on an empirical study of the phenomenon within the city of Athens, op cit.
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Figure 1: Punitiveness (prison choice) and not feeling safe ($p < .018$)

Figure 2: Not feeling safe and punitiveness (prison choice), ($p < .018$)

The picture changes however if we look at punitiveness in relation to the purpose of punishment. While, the “unsafe” are more numerous among the respondents who perceive retribution/vengeance as the main purpose of punishment (57.1%
compared to 42.9% of those who feel “safe”) (figure 3), the difference between the "safe" and the "unsafe" in the group who chose retribution/vengeance as the main purpose of punishment is negligible (36.8% compared to 34.7%) (Figure 4). Moreover, in this case the correlation is not statistically significant.

*Figure 3: Punitiveness (purpose of penalty) and insecurity*
Concerning the reasons for feeling unsafe, the respondents who chose imprisonment as the most appropriate sanction for the 21-year-old recidivist burglar were those feeling fear because of (figure 5):

- Thefts-burglaries (39.2% opposed to 23.7% of those who do not mention these types of crime), $p < .007$,
- Environmental pollution (44.4% opposed to 35.1%), $p < .062$,
- Bank robberies (42.9% opposed to 35.2%), $p < .068$,
- Vandalisms (42.9% opposed to 35.2%), $p < .068$,
- Rapes (39.5% opposed to 33.3%), $p < .046$.

Figure 5: Punitiveness (prison choice) and reasons for not feeling safe
In addition retribution/vengeance as the principal aim of punishment was chosen mainly by those who were afraid of becoming a victim of the following types of crime (figure 6):

- Bank robberies (57.1% perceive retribution as the main purpose of punishment in contrast to 36.0% of those who chose the same answer, while referring to other types of crime),
- Terrorist attacks (50% opposed to 36%),
- Arson (50% opposed to 36.5%),
- Rape (44.6% opposed to 32.2%),
- Food adulteration (41.2% opposed to 36.2%) and
- Pick pocketing (40.3% contrary to 35.1%).

**Figure 6: Punitiveness (purpose of penalty) and reasons for feeling unsafe**

### II.4. Punitiveness and perception of the most crucial problems

The examination of the correlation between punitiveness (imprisonment choice) and the views of the respondents regarding the most crucial social problems reveals the following ranking (all correlations are statistically significant with the exception of the last one):

- **Constant immigration in Greece**, as many as 49% of those who perceive immigration as the most crucial social problem choose imprisonment as the most appropriate sanction for the 21-year-old recidivist burglar compared to 25.5% of those who rank social problems in a different order, $p < .000$,.
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- *Criminality*, with a percentage of 43.2% choosing imprisonment opposed to 25.5%, $p<.000$,

- *Lack of leisure time* (51.9% opposed to 29.6%), $p<.029$ and

- *Unemployment*, with 32.7% choosing imprisonment compared to 27.2% of the respondents who do not mention this social problem.

A different picture emerges when we look at how the majority of those respondents who put retribution/vengeance as the main purpose of sentencing have ranked social problems:

- *Lack of leisure time* (44.4% contrary to 35.3%),

- *Environmental pollution* (42.5% contrary to 34.2%),

- *Moving away from religion* (40.9% contrary to 35.6%),

In the following cases weak correlations (none is statistically significant) are observed between:

- Punitiveness and the perception of criminality as the most crucial social problem (39.1% compared to 34.5%) and
- Unemployment (38.3% compared to 31.8%), while
- No correlation is observed with immigration.

These differences confirm further the distinction between the two dimensions of punitiveness.

**II.5. Punitiveness and victimisation**

The past experience of direct victimisation appears to influence the punitive attitudes of the sample to some extent, in so far as victims choose imprisonment as the most appropriate sanction for the young recidivist burglar more often than non-victims (36.9% compared to 28.5%). A similar correlation is not observed between the direct experience of victimisation and the purpose of punishment, since the choice of retribution/vengeance as the main purpose of sentencing is made more often by non-victims (37.4%) than by victims (33.1%), (figure 7).
In contrast with direct victimisation, *indirect victimisation* is positively correlated with both dimensions of punitiveness and this correlation is statistically significant. Among the respondents who choose imprisonment as the most appropriate sanction for the 21-year-old recidivist burglar, 59% have experienced indirect victimisation (compared to 41% with no such experience). Furthermore, among those who perceive retribution/vengeance as the main purpose of punishment, 53.5% have experienced indirect victimisation (compared to 46.5% with no such experience): *statistical significance* $p < .042$, (Figure 8).
In the current research, indirect victimisation appears to have a less significant effect on fear of crime compared to direct victimisation experiences (73.3% compared to 58.1%). These figures are similar to the results obtained in the Greek survey of 2004 (72.8% compared to 61.1%)\(^{50}\).

Moreover, the examination of the respondents' assessment of police effectiveness showed a high percentage of negative attitudes. More than 2/3 of the residents of Athens (68.7%) give a negative assessment of the effectiveness of the police department in their area of residence in handling criminality. This negative evaluation of police effectiveness is however not correlated with punitiveness, whereas its correlation with fear of crime appears to be statistically significant, since 80.8% of the respondents who feel unsafe judge police practices as ineffective compared to 53.0% who feel safe (\(p<.000\)).

II.6. Social attitudes, insecurity and punitiveness

As regards the attitudes of the respondents towards general social issues, they can be classified in two main categories: the 'conservatives' and the 'progressives', on the basis of a number of statements which reflect key socio-ideological attitudes about the equality of sexes, homosexuality, immigration, drug addiction etc.

The ‘progressives’ include those who agree with the statements that:

- The equality of sexes contributes to family stability
- The revolutionary attitudes of young people contribute to social progress
- The multicultural character of Greek society contributes to social progress
- Immigrants contribute to the national economy, and
- Drug addicts are able to reintegrate into society

They also include those who disagree with the statements that:

- Homosexuals should not be employed as teachers, and
- The increase in the unemployment rate in Greece is due to the massive entry of immigrants in the country.

Respectively, the group of ‘conservatives’ includes those who disagree with the statements that:

- The equality of sexes contributes to family stability
- The revolutionary attitudes of young people contribute to social progress
- The multicultural character of Greek society contributes to social progress
- Immigrants contribute to the national economy, and
- Drug addicts are able to reintegrate into society

As well as those who agree with the statements that:

- Homosexuals should not be employed as teachers, and
- The increase in the unemployment rate in Greece is due to the massive entry of immigrants in the country (Table 1).
Table 1: Attitudes towards general social issues

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Conservatives</th>
<th>Progressives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Equality of sexes</td>
<td>The equality of sexes does not contribute to family stability (12.9%)</td>
<td>The equality of sexes contributes to family stability (77.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revolutionary attitude of young people</td>
<td>The revolutionary attitudes of young people do not contribute to social progress (15%)</td>
<td>The revolutionary attitudes of young people contribute to social progress (64.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiculturalism</td>
<td>The multicultural character of Greek society does not contribute to social progress (36.1%)</td>
<td>The multicultural character of Greek society contributes to social progress (36.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigration and national economy</td>
<td>Immigrants do not contribute to national economy (29.5%)</td>
<td>Immigrants contribute to national economy (49.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigration and unemployment</td>
<td>The increase in the unemployment rate in Greece is due to the massive entry of immigrants in the country (47.9%)</td>
<td>The increase in the unemployment rate in Greece is not due to the massive entry of immigrants in the country (34.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug addiction</td>
<td>Drug addicts are not able to reintegrate into society (27%)</td>
<td>Drug addicts are able to reintegrate into society (47.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homosexuality</td>
<td>Homosexuals should not be employed as teachers (23.5%)</td>
<td>Homosexuals should be employed as teachers (57.1%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In general, the respondents appear to express more progressive attitudes on wider social matters which, however, are not perceived as pressing social problems, such as the equality of sexes and homosexuality. Yet they appear to hold quite or very conservative views on social matters which are frequently perceived as social or crime related problems, such as immigration and drug addiction.\(^5\)

In this context, the data also showed that citizens with conservative attitudes reported higher levels of fear compared to those with progressive attitudes (Table 2):

---

Table 2: Feeling unsafe in the streets of their area after dark and social views

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Conservatives</th>
<th>Progressives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Revolutionary attitude of young people</td>
<td>60.6%</td>
<td>55.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equality of sexes</td>
<td>73.7%</td>
<td>52.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homosexuality</td>
<td>63.5%</td>
<td>52.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigration/national economy</td>
<td>73.8%</td>
<td>44.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigration/unemployment</td>
<td>71.2%</td>
<td>39.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiculturalism</td>
<td>67.3%</td>
<td>43.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug addiction</td>
<td>65.5%</td>
<td>50.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As regards the correlation between punitiveness, as reflected in the choice of imprisonment as the most appropriate sanction for the young recidivist burglar, and social views, the most punitive ones appear to be the following (Table 3):

Table 3: Punitiveness (choice of imprisonment) and social views

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Conservatives</th>
<th>Progressives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Revolutionary attitude of young people</td>
<td>46.2%</td>
<td>25.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equality of sexes</td>
<td>35.2%</td>
<td>28.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homosexuality</td>
<td>40.8%</td>
<td>28.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigration/national economy</td>
<td>38.7%</td>
<td>26.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigration/unemployment</td>
<td>38.2%</td>
<td>22.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiculturalism</td>
<td>36.0%</td>
<td>26.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug addiction</td>
<td>40.4%</td>
<td>27.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A fundamental matter of criminological interest that perennially concerns the study of punitiveness is the death penalty, since its acceptance is perceived correctly as a direct expression of the most punitive attitudes\textsuperscript{52}. In the current research, the respondents were asked to assess the statement according to which “the ultimate purpose of the death penalty, where it is still in force, is the improvement of society” – a statement which the majority of the respondents disagreed with (59.3%). Still, a quarter of the sample (24.4%) were in agreement, while 16.3% kept a neutral stance. This finding is important given the fact that the death penalty was implemented for the last time in Greece forty years ago\textsuperscript{53}, and was in disuse until its final abolition in 1994\textsuperscript{54}.

The respondents who choose imprisonment as the most appropriate sanction for the young recidivist burglar and also attribute positive functions to the death penalty, express the following general social views (table 4):

### Table 4: Punitiveness (choice of imprisonment) and positive attitudes towards death penalty

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Conservatives</th>
<th>Progressives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Revolutionary attitude of young people</td>
<td>45.3%</td>
<td>18.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equality of sexes</td>
<td>36.4%</td>
<td>22.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homosexuality</td>
<td>39.0%</td>
<td>18.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigration/national economy</td>
<td>32.5%</td>
<td>21.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigration/unemployment</td>
<td>32.9%</td>
<td>15.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiculturalism</td>
<td>27.6%</td>
<td>21.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug addiction</td>
<td>33.6%</td>
<td>19.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


\textsuperscript{53} It has been argued that the extent of the consent or disagreement with penal laws depends heavily on their reflected values on the basis of which different cohorts have been socialised. Therefore, the disagreement of the contemporary cohorts about dated penal sanctions, such as the death penalty, is reasonable (Killias M., (2001), op.cit, 421).

\textsuperscript{54} Art. 1§12b L. 2207/1994.
But no important correlations are observed between socio-ideological conservatism and punitiveness reflected in the purpose of sentencing, a finding which confirms further the cultural dimension of the latter, since these views are held both by the conservatives and the progressives (table 5):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5: Punitiveness (purpose of punishment) and social views</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conservatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revolutionary attitude of young people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equality of sexes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homosexuality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigration/national economy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigration/unemployment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiculturalism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug addiction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. Conclusion - Discussion

The dimensions of punitiveness appear to be related partly to criminality and partly to the ideological background and the values of the individuals. In the first case, the public demands focus on the minimisation or the elimination of the risk of victimisation, and consequently punitiveness is related to the lack of safety and the pursuit of institutional and effective ‘answers’ to the problems of everyday life. Imprisonment, as the most prevalent as well as the harshest among the penal sanctions in force, comes first in the demands of the ‘punitive’ respondents. In this case, fear of crime appears to influence significantly the shaping of social views and is related to the punitive attitudes of the citizens, moulding their stance toward the harshening of penal sanctions and criminal policy in general55.

In the second case, public demand is focused on the re-establishment of the social fabric disrupted by crime, and punitiveness is thus related to retribution and the repayment of the harm which the offender has caused. In this context, insecurity does not appear to function as an explanatory factor of punitiveness. Here, punitive attitudes are rather indicative of an interior stance or a "worldview" of the subjects, shaped by the perception of the modern way of life and contemporary society as degraded and provoking a general state of preoccupation. Reference is made, for instance, to terrorist attacks, arson, environmental pollution or the move away from religion. In addition, fear of crime of the respondents who express this kind of punitive attitudes does not stem from a past experience of victimisation, as is the case in the first aspect of punitiveness, but appears to be related to indirect victimisation experiences, revealing therefore the significant role of the mass media.

The research findings concerning those who express the most punitive attitudes regarding the purpose of punishment reveal an image of individuals who appear to be or feel personally or socially ‘vulnerable’, with low educational levels, mediocre financial conditions, women, the elderly and those whose political orientation is to the centre or the left. The image projected by our research regarding the respondents who express punitive attitudes by choosing imprisonment is the reverse, since they are mainly young people, who describe their financial condition as good and are politically oriented to the right.

Finally, the aforementioned research findings point to a general relation between conservative social views, punitiveness as well as the lack of safety.

Given the large extent of insecurity observed in the Greek capital56, the expression of punitive attitudes could be partly explained by the public’s dissatisfaction with the police services in the domain of public safety. Obviously, this dissatisfaction concerns also the State in general, since it is responsible for the safety of its citizens. The sense of disappointment or frustration appears to be common mainly in societies with a tradition of a ‘sovereign state’57, as is the case in Greece. In this context, the widely expressed demands for more policing and stricter sentences reflect both a general lack of satisfaction as well as the distrust of a large proportion of the population regarding the penal system.

According to previous research findings58, these attitudes should be seen in the context of a wider dissatisfaction expressed by the citizens of Athens regarding

---


their quality of life\textsuperscript{59}. Also, the significant sociopolitical changes which took place in the Balkans during the last twenty years should also be taken into consideration, which have transformed a country whose citizens used to emigrate into a country that now receives immigrants and has become a permanent immigration destination\textsuperscript{60}.

It is a fact that the empirical study of punitive attitudes of people offers a multidimensional framework of knowledge related to this topic. The most significant difficulty faced by such research projects concerns the wide variety of factors which contribute to the shaping of punitiveness, yet this difficulty can be overcome through the combined use of quantitative and qualitative methodologies\textsuperscript{61}.
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